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Abstract submission deadline: May 30, 2014, with one-page summaries submitted electronically at www.ans.org/meetings. Publication of full papers will be available in a special issue of Fusion Science and Technology, with manuscripts due at the completion of the meeting.

About the meeting: The 21st TOFE will provide a forum to present recent results and advances in fusion technology and fundamental science obtained in either single effects laboratories or today's major experimental facilities, as well as to discuss the current status of ITER and the future of national and worldwide fusion programs. Special sessions are planned on the safety and environmental impact of fusion, and perspectives on a potential fusion nuclear science facility.

TECHNICAL TOPICS:
• Fusion Engineering and Science
  — Progress of major facilities (e.g. ITER, Alcator C-Mod, DIII-D, NSTX-U, NIF)
  — Plasma engineering, heating and cooling
  — Plasma materials interactions
  — Plasma diagnostics
  — Magnets
  — Alternate fusion concepts
  — IFE specific areas

• Energy Development Facilities
  — Materials behavior and component test facilities
  — Power plant studies
  — Perspectives on a Fusion Nuclear Science Facility (FNSF)
  — Test blanket development, planning and testing for ITER
  — Fuel handling and processing
  — Computational tools and validation

• Extracting Fusion Power
  — Power conversion
  — Safety and Environmental impact of fusion
  — Nuclear analysis (neutronics and shielding)
  — Fuel cycle and breeding
  — Divertors and high heat flux components
  — Materials development and modeling

• Non-Electrical Fusion Applications (e.g., Propulsion)